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Note:

(i) There ,II'C SIX questions in this paper. Answer all the questions. The answers should be precise and io-tbc-
point.

(ii) Write down the assumptions clearly. if any. No queries will be entertained during the exam hours.

I. Consider following figure.

Suppose hosts A and B CU"eon an Ethernet LAN with class C IP network address 200.0.0.0/24. It is
desired to attach a host C to the network via a direct connection to B. Note that in such a case, Node
8 needs to have at least two different interfaces - one to connect itself with the LAN and another for
direct connection with C.

(a) Explai n how to do this with subnets - gi ve sample subnet assignments. Assume that an additional
network address is not available. 15)

(b) An alternate method of subnetting for connecting host C is to use proxy ARP and routing: 8
agrees to route traffic to and from C. and also answers ;\RP queries for C received over the
Ethernet. Assume A wants to send a data packet to C. Give ALL the packets that need to
send, with physical addresses (source and destination). Note A first need to use ARP to locate
C and then it can send data packers to C. [51

(c) For the above question, give 8's routing table entries. 151

(a) Stare whether the following statement is TRUE or F;\LSE with proper justification.

",\")PLS reduces table lookup compared to traditional IP routing".
Explain with an example how Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) works. Why LDP uses both
UDP and well as TCP communication? 12+2+21

(b) Consider the following routing table with CIDR.

Address bytes are in hexadecimal. The notation "/12" in C4.S0.0.0/12 denotes a netmask with
12 leading I bits, that is Ff'.FO.O.O. State to what next hop the following will he delivered.



Nct/Mask l.ength
A
B
C
o
E
F
G

NextHop
C4.SE.2.0I23
C4.5EA.O/22
C4.SE.CO.OIl9
C4.SEAO.OII s
C4.4C.O.O/14
CO.O.!l.O/2

80.0.0.0/1

i) C4.4B.31.2E

ii) C4.5E.OS.09

iii) C4.4D.31.2E

ivy C4.5E.03.S7

v) C4.5E.7F.12

vi) C4.SE.O J.()2

16xl.51

3. (3) In routing table, we keep both next hop IP address as well as interface ID. Why do we require
both') 121

(b) Assume you want to implement resource reservation protocol (RSVP) in an SDN based archi-
tecture. Explain with proper justification where (at controller or at switch or at both) should you
implement the following services. Also mention which of the services require supports from
NFV, i.e. the services can be virtualized and can be loaded on demand.

i) RSVP daemon

ii) Packet classifier

iii) Packet scheduler

iv) Admission control

v) Policy control

To answer this question, create the following table, and fill up the rows.

RSVP daemon II Controller/switch/both
. .. I__~ L- ~ _

NFV Required JustificationService II Implement at
yes/no

15x21

(c) Consider a SON supported cellular base station. Can this base station support multiple operators
Simultaneously? If so, give an idea about how the operator specific authentication mechanism
can be implemented at the base station. NB: In normal cellular network, the base station remains
connected with an Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) server, that takes care
of user authentication. In this question. you need to explain how this AAA server can be virtu-
alized with the help of NFY. 131
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4. (a) You are hired to design a reliable byte stream protocol that uses sliding window like TCP. The
protocol will run over a I Gbps network. The RTf' ofthe network is 140 ms. and the maximum
segment lifetime is 60 sec. How m<lny hits would you include in the advertised window nnd in
the sequence number fields of your protocol header.

Hints: (i) The advertised window shoutd he forge enougl: /(I keep tlte pipe/il/!. (ii) The SCqIlCIlc(!

number field must 110t wrap around ill the maximum segment lijeume.

(b) If host A receives two SYN packets from the same port from remote host B. the second may be
either a retransmission of the original or else. if B has crashed and rebooted. an entirely new
connection request. Describe the differences as seen by host A between these t wo cases.

(c) Give an algorithmic description of what the TCP layer needs to do upon receiving a SY I packet.
Consider the duplicate/new cases as stated in the above question, and the possibility that no
application is listening to the destination port.

(d) What are the purposes of PSH and RST flags in TCP header?

5. (a) The Nagle algorithm, built into most TCP implementations. requires that the sender to hold
a partial segment's worth of data (even if PUSH flag is enabled) until either a full segment
accumulates or the most recent outstunding ACK arrives. Suppose the letters abcdcfghi arc
sent, one per second. over a TCP connection (with Nagle algorithm enabled) with an RTf' of 4.1
seconds. Draw a time line indicating when each racket is sent and what it contains.

(b) TCP can detect congestion either of two ways - (i) a retransmission ti meout occurs. (i i) the sender
receives consecutive duplicate acknowledgements. Which of these two scenarios is a strong
indication of congestion') Explain why should TCP response differently in this two dif lerent
scenarios? With respect to this, explain how TCP Fast Retransmit works')

(c) TCP should initiate congestion avoidance rather than slow start. after it receives few duplicate
acknowledgements. - Why')

6. (a) What is the difference between f lowspec and f i 1ter spec. With respecrto f L'Iter spec.
what is the difference between shared explicit filter and wildcard filter'?

(b) How RED algorithm in a router guarantees congestion free links')

(c) WRED uses two types of packet dropping policies - random drop and tail drop. With the help of
a system diagram, explain when it should use random drop and when it should trigger tail drop')

(d) What is the difference between traffic policing and traffic shaping') Explain how token bucket
introduces burstyncss in the output flow rate.

(e) Exp!ai n the di tlerences between assuredforwarding PH Band expcditcdforwardtng PHB. Which
one should be used for "low loss, low latency. low jitter, assured bandwidth" QoS profile')
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